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For a long time emotions have been kept out of
the deliberate tools of science; scientists have
expressed emotion, but no tools could sense and
respond to their affective information. This paper
highlights research at the MIT Media Laboratory
aimed at giving computers the ability to
comfortably sense, recognize, and respond to the
human communication of emotion, especially
affective states such as frustration, confusion,
interest, distress, anger, and joy. Two main
themes of sensing—self-report and concurrent
expression—are described, together with
examples of systems that give users new ways to
communicate emotion to computers and,
through computers, to other people. In addition
to building systems that try to elicit and detect
frustration, our research group has built a
system that responds to user frustration in a way
that appears to help alleviate it. This paper
highlights applications of this research to
interface design, wearable computing,
entertainment, and education, and briefly
presents some potential ethical concerns and
how they might be addressed.

Not all computers need to “pay attention” to
emotions or to have the capability to emulate

emotion. Some machines are useful as rigid tools,
and it is fine to keep them that way. However, there
are situations in which human-computer interaction
could be improved by having the computer adapt to
the user, and in which communication about when,
where, how, and how important it is to adapt involves
the use of emotional information.

Findings of Reeves and Nass at Stanford University
suggest that the interaction between human and ma-
chine is largely natural and social,1 indicating that

factors important in human-human interaction are
also important in human-computer interaction. In hu-
man-human interaction, it has recently been argued
that skills of so-called “emotional intelligence” are
more important than are traditional mathematical
and verbal skills of intelligence.2 These skills include
the ability to recognize the emotions of another and
to respond appropriately to these emotions. Whether
or not these particular skills are more important than
certain other skills will depend on the situation and
goals of the user, but what is clear is that these skills
are important in human-human interaction, and
when they are missing, interaction is more likely to
be perceived as frustrating and not very intelligent.

Consider an example of human-human interaction:

Suppose that a human starts to give you help at
a bad time. You try ignoring, then frowning at,
and then maybe glaring at him or her. The savvy
human infers you do not like what just happened,
ceases the interruption, notes the context, and
learns from the feedback.

This scenario is easily modified for human-computer
interaction and is relevant to the growing use of soft-
ware that is designed to interrupt a person with re-
minders, hints, and offers of suggestions. Now we
take out the word “human” in the example and re-
place it with the word “computer”:
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Suppose that a computer starts to give you help
at a bad time. You try ignoring, then frowning at,
and then maybe glaring at it. The savvy computer
infers you do not like what just happened, ceases
the interruption, notes the context, and learns from
the feedback.

Of course, the “savvy computer” does not exist yet.
Today’s computers largely ignore the user’s signs of
frustration. This situation is similar to having a per-
son ignore your signs of growing irritation, which
would likely lead you to think of that person as an-
noying and rather stupid—unless, perhaps, you were
highly intimidated by the person, in which case you
might blame your own actions. An analogy with hu-
man-computer interaction also holds, where people
think of computers as annoying and stupid, or as in-
timidating, and of themselves as dummies. The sim-
ilarity in the interaction holds despite the fact that
people know that computers are not humans and that
computers do not have the same capabilities as hu-
mans. We all know better than to treat computers
like humans, and yet many of our default behaviors
and responses tend in this direction.

Giving computers skills of emotional intelligence in
the broad sense originally described by Salovey and
Mayer3 involves more than giving them the ability
to recognize and respond to human emotions. It in-
volves other aspects of affective computing—com-
puting that relates to, arises from, and deliberately
influences emotion—as well as other nonaffective ca-
pabilities, such as sensing of and reasoning about a
context. A fairly extensive overview of research re-
lated to affective computing, up to and including early
1997, can be found in the author’s book.4 This pa-
per does not attempt to perform an overview of the
field since publication of the book but rather focuses
on an overview of affect communication research at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Me-
dia Laboratory since 1997. The reader who is inter-
ested in learning more about the latest affect-related
work at other locations might turn to the numerous
recent workshops and special sessions that address
a broad variety of aspects of emotion and compu-
tation related to artificial intelligence, software
agents, and human-computer interfaces; several of
these have published or soon-to-be published pro-
ceedings.5–10 Also, the references given at the end
of this paper contain many citations to related work
done outside the MIT Media Lab.

Although the work of this paper focuses on recog-
nition and response to user emotion, there are other

aspects of affective computing, such as the use of
emotion-like mechanisms within the machine to help
make decisions, adjust perception, and influence
learning. Even though the author is also involved in
some of that research going on outside the Media
Lab at MIT,4,11,12 discussion of those areas of affec-
tive computing will not be included in this paper.
Here, the focus is on the area of giving machines new
abilities to recognize and respond to emotion, with-
out actually giving them emotion-like mechanisms.

In the Affective Computing Research Group at MIT,
we are particularly interested in the intelligent han-
dling of affective states commonly expressed around
computer systems: frustration, confusion, dislike,
like, interest, boredom, fear, distress, and joy. The
idea is that if the computer detects expressions of
these states, and associates them with what it is do-
ing and with other events in the environment, then
it can better learn which interactions are successful
and which need improvement. In other words, the
computer can directly collect usability information
related to a user’s emotion, such as what parts of the
interface or system were in use when the user ex-
pressed the greatest frustration. This information can
be passed on to a designer, who can try to use it to
improve future versions of the system. Alternatively,
if the system itself is “smart” and entrusted with its
own adaptation, then it can use the affective feed-
back to try to improve its behavior. The latter is risk-
ier, in the sense that few systems are capable yet of
doing this in a way that would not simply cause the
user’s frustration to escalate. Successful adaptation
to users is an important research area for machine
learning and human-computer interaction, and I ex-
pect to see future systems move toward the latter
aim as well as the former.

The rest of this paper is divided into three subject
areas: (1) enabling the user to communicate emo-
tion in a way that is physically and psychologically
comfortable, generally by offering several possible
styles of direct and indirect sensing and new tools
for communication; (2) reducing user frustration,
with a focus on how the computer can handle user
frustration once it has occurred; and (3) developing
applications that handle affective information, with
examples from several domains.

Comfortable communication of emotion

Emotion communication requires that a message be
both sent and received. Most computer interfaces
inhibit such communication. Several people with au-
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tism, a complex disorder that typically includes im-
pairment in recognition of emotion, have com-
mented that they love being on the Web because it
levels the playing field for them. In a sense, every-
one is autistic on line. With the exception of gifted
poets and others who work hard to lessen the ambi-
guity of the emotions expressed by their text e-mails,
most of the emotions we show to our keyboards, mon-
itors, and mice are not transmitted. Sometimes this is
good; however, often it is a source of miscommu-
nication and misunderstanding, resulting in lost time,
damaged relationships, and reduced productivity.

Our research group is building tools to facilitate mul-
tiple kinds of emotion expression by people, not to
force this on anyone, but to allow for a larger space
of possibilities for those who want to communicate
affective information. The tools include new hard-
ware and software that we have developed to enable
certain machines not only to receive emotional
expression, but also to recognize meaningful patterns
of emotional expression.

Emotion communication can be conducted with
varying degrees of naturalness and accuracy, and with
some surprises about what may be considered most
preferable. I do not advocate any one means of com-
munication, but believe in providing an array of
choices so that users who wish to communicate emo-
tion can pick what they prefer. Two main themes of
communication run through the kinds of devices we
have built at the Media Lab: self-report and concur-
rent expression. These two themes are described next,
together with an example of a human-human anal-
ogy, some pros and cons, and examples of new sys-
tems that our group has designed and built.

Self-report. Self-report systems leave it up to the user
to go out of his or her way to communicate emotion.
The user might make a selection by means of soft-
ware from a menu of emotions with words or icons,
or the user might touch a hardware input device that
acts as a tangible icon, e.g., a physical icon, or “phi-
con” in the language of Ishii and Ullmer.13 In either
case, it is up to the user to select an item when he
or she feels a certain way and wants the system to
know. (If natural language processing were suffi-
ciently advanced, the system could accept freely
typed or spoken input instead.) Following are char-
acteristics of self-report systems:

● A human-human analogy of these systems: One
person interrupts a conversation or task to clearly
state how he or she is feeling.

● The pros of these systems: This option gives the
user total conscious control over the message that
is sent, and sometimes it is a natural way to ex-
press emotion.

● The cons of these systems: The user has to stop
the primary task he or she is doing in order to com-
municate emotion. It is often hard or burdensome
to articulate one’s feelings. The menu of words,
icons, or phicons can become large and still not
capture what one is feeling.

An example of self-report—thumbs-up feedback. To
provide ongoing usability feedback, Matt Norwood
in the MIT Media Lab has built a thumbs-up and a
thumbs-down phicon and attached both to the net-
worked “Mr Java” coffee machine in our lab (Fig-
ure 1). This machine usually works fine, making good
cappuccino and espresso, but it occasionally displays
cryptic messages. Norwood has added the ability to
associate user feedback with the status of the ma-
chine’s functions, including error states, such as “out
of beans” and “out of milk.” When a customer is sat-
isfied, he or she can tap the thumbs-up phicon, and
the system will record a notch of satisfaction for the
current operating state. If the machine displays an
error message that the customer does not under-
stand, such as “empty grounds bin,” the customer
might tap the thumbs-down phicon. The system re-
cords the continuous stream of reports of satisfac-
tion or dissatisfaction, associating each with one of
the 31 operating states of the machine at the time
of feedback. This information provides the designer
of the machine with a usability report of which fea-
tures pleased or displeased the most customers,
based on when users chose to express such informa-
tion. Details of our findings with this device can be
found in Norwood’s thesis.14

Concurrent expression. In concurrent expression,
the system attempts to sense affective expression in
parallel with the user’s primary task, without the user
having to stop what he or she is doing to report his
or her feelings. This can happen via whichever sen-
sors the user may choose for the computer to have:
video, microphone, typing or mouse holding pres-
sure, physiology, olfaction, and so forth. Character-
istics of concurrent expression follow:

● A human-human analogy: A person expresses
emotion in whatever way is most natural for the
given situation, while engaged in some task, with-
out having to stop that task.

● The pros: This method aims at the greatest nat-
uralness, placing no additional burden on the user.
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The user does not have to be interrupted, nor does
he or she have to put into words something that
might be difficult to express verbally.

● The cons: Users may feel uneasy about a machine
sensing things that they themselves are unaware
of having expressed. There is more room for mis-
interpretation, given that much nonverbal infor-
mation is ambiguously communicated. Many forms
of sensing may be considered obtrusive, especially
from a privacy standpoint.

One example of a concurrent-expression method—
expression glasses. In many cases, such as a human
factors assessment of users engaging a complex prod-
uct, a direct means of assessment is fine after the in-
teraction, but not during it, when it could interfere
with the person’s task. Consider a focus group in
which participants are asked to indicate the clarity
of packaging labels. If while reading line three, a sub-
ject furrows his brow in confusion, he has commu-
nicated concurrently with the task at hand. Brow fur-
rowing can be detected by a camera if lighting and
head position are carefully restricted (otherwise cur-
rent computer vision techniques are inadequate), but

these restrictions, coupled with the recording of iden-
tity, can make some subjects uncomfortable.

An alternative is a pair of wearable “expression
glasses” (Figure 2) that sense changes in facial mus-
cles, such as furrowing the brow in confusion or in-
terest.15 These glasses have a small point of contact
with the brow, but otherwise can be considered less
obtrusive than a camera in that the glasses offer pri-
vacy, robustness to lighting changes, and the ability
to move around freely without having to stay in a
fixed position relative to a camera. The expression
glasses can be used concurrently, while concentrat-
ing on a task, and can be activated either uncon-
sciously or consciously. People are still free to make
false expressions, or to have a “poker face” to mask
true confusion if they do not want to communicate
their true feelings (which I think is good), but if they
want to communicate, the glasses offer a virtually ef-
fortless way to do so. Details on the design of the
glasses and on experiments conducted with the
expression glasses are available in the paper by
Scheirer et al.15

Figure 1 At left: the customer taps the thumbs-up icon after getting a frothy cup of cappuccino; at right: a bar graph
illustrating positive feedback (green) and negative feedback (red) received as a function of system operating state
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Note that the two main forms of communication just
described, self-report and concurrent expression, can
be used together. For example, the standard self-re-
port means of giving a subject a questionnaire might
be useful after a scenario like the one just described.
The two methods complement each other in that they
can gather different information. For example, self-
report is notoriously inaccurate for getting true feel-
ings (affected by a subject’s expectations, mood, com-
fort level, rapport with the experimenter, and so
forth) but can still provide useful feedback by help-
ing articulate causes of feelings and other important
issues.

Why wear expression glasses, instead of raising your
hand or pushing a button to say you are interested
or confused? The answer is not that there should be
one or the other; both have a distinct role. Some-
times the subtlety of this point is missed: affect is con-
tinuously communicated while you are doing just
about anything. When you pick up a pen, you will
do so very differently when you are angry than when
you are joyful. When you watch somebody, your eyes
will behave differently if you are interested than if
you are bored. As you listen to a conversation or a
lecture, your expression gives the speaker feedback,
unless, of course, you put on a poker face. In con-
trast with these concurrent expressions, if you want
to push a button to communicate your feelings, or
if you want to raise your hand to say you are con-
fused, you have to interrupt what you were doing
beforehand.

In studies conducted decades ago, participants were
given self-report buttons that they could use in a
classroom or meeting to anonymously communicate
their feelings and opinions. The users of these sys-

tems describe the technology as helping to engage
them more in the interaction, believing that their
opinions mattered more.16 This method was success-
ful when used in a question-and-answer format, e.g.,
“Did you all like this?” with everyone then pressing
“yes” or “no.” However, when the device was used
to communicate feedback such as confusion to a pro-
fessor in a classroom, there were several problems.
The key problem was that while a person was con-
centrating on what was confusing and trying to un-
derstand it, he or she would forget to push the but-
ton. Self-report is useful when there is a break in the
action, with time to ask about and assess what has
happened. But at that point, it takes more work to
relate the expressed confusion to precisely where it
was triggered. In contrast, furrowing the brow hap-
pens without necessarily interrupting the flow of ac-
tion; the listener can change his or her facial expres-
sion without having to think about doing so; a person
can concentrate on the lecture instead. Self-report
is important, but it is no substitute for the natural
channels of largely nonverbal communication that
humans use concurrently while engaged in conver-
sation, learning, and many other activities.

Another example of a concurrent-expression method—
physiological analysis. Our lab has been active in de-
veloping new interfaces for future computing, includ-
ing wearable computers that would offer a highly
personalized computing environment, which attends
not just to a person’s direct input but also to the per-
son’s behavioral and affective cues.17 Toward this
goal, we have been developing new wearable sen-
sors that attempt to be more comfortable physically
and socially (look more like fashion accessories than
like clunky medical instrumentation), facilitating the
gathering of affective information concurrent with

Figure 2 Expression glasses (left) shown with “stealth” visor for privacy; Jocelyn Scheirer (center and right) wearing
sensors that detect an expression of confusion, center (red), and of interest, right (green)
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day-to-day activities.18 A wearable computer affords
a different kind of sensing; in particular, it is rela-
tively easy to obtain signals from the surface of the
skin, in contrast with a seated environment where
it is easier to point a camera at the user. We have
been developing algorithms that can read four phys-
iological signals, comfortably sensed from the skin
surface, and relate these to a deliberately expressed

emotion. Our recent results have achieved 81 per-
cent recognition accuracy in selecting which of eight
emotions was expressed by an actor, given 30 days
of data, eight emotions per day, and features of the
four signals: respiration, blood volume pressure, skin
conductivity, and muscle tension. (See Vyzas and
Picard19 for details of the data collection and the al-
gorithms we developed for recognition.) The eight
emotions investigated were: neutral, hatred, anger,
romantic love, platonic love, joy, and reverence.
These results are the best reported to date for emo-
tion recognition from physiology, and they lie be-
tween machine recognition results of affect from
speech and of affect from facial expressions.

It should be noted that our results are only for a sin-
gle user, and they are obtained by a forced selection
of one of the eight categories. Hence, these results
are comparable to the recognition results in the early
days of speech recognition, when the system was re-
trained for each speaker, and it knew that the per-
son was speaking one of eight words, although there
could be variation in how the person spoke the words
from day to day. Much more work remains to be done
to understand individual differences as well as dif-
ferences that depend on context—whether develop-
mental, social, or cultural. I expect that, like research
in speech recognition, this work will gradually ex-
pand to be able to handle speakers (or their affec-
tive expression) from different cultures, of different
ages, speaking (or expressing) continuously, in a va-
riety of different environments.

Physiological expression is one of many multimodal
means of concurrent emotion communication that
our group is exploring. We are also beginning to an-
alyze affect in speech, an area in which humans only
perform at about 60 percent accuracy (on roughly
eight emotion categories, when the content of the
speech is obscured). Our initial focus is on speech
from automobile drivers who might be conversing
on the phone or with an automobile navigation sys-
tem. We have recently equipped a car to examine
driver behavior features jointly with physiological in-
formation.20 One such sensor setup is shown in Fig-
ure 3 by which the following physiological indicators
were measured: muscle tension with an electromyo-
gram (EMG), blood volume pressure (BVP), skin con-
ductivity (SC), and respiration. All these efforts gather
data that push the abilities of traditional pattern rec-
ognition and signal processing algorithms, which
have difficulty handling the day-to-day and interper-
sonal variations of emotional expression. Conse-
quently, we are also conducting basic research in ma-
chine learning theory and in pattern recognition to
develop better methods for modeling and inference.
I expect that affective systems will use affect as input
to a machine learning system, which will not only try
to learn to do better at recognizing affect but will
also learn to do better at adapting to the user, based
on his or her positive or negative feedback.

It is important to keep in mind that some people will
feel more or less comfortable with each of these
forms of communication. In a survey of nine regular
users of traditional computing involving a big soft-
ware package at MIT, with whom we were working
to find ways to gather affective feedback about the
product, five of them wanted a self-report button,
whereas the other four wanted a beanbag, special
surface, or mouse pressure sensor that they could
hit, squeeze, or bang on. Such input, if mapped to
an icon on the screen that registers disapproval, could
be viewed as a nonverbal means of self-report, which
the user was in control of at all times. If the mouse
were the primary source of such hitting, or squeez-
ing, or banging input, then the feedback could also
occur concurrently with the task, giving the user an-
other option. We thus built a mouse that senses pres-
sure patterns but is only activated when the user di-
rectly points the mouse at a feedback icon (Figure
4). This mouse is part of new work by Carson Rey-
nolds, who is developing an “Interface Tailor” that
would adapt to user displays of positive or negative
feedback. The mouse is a natural place for sensing
signals from the user’s hand; Dana Kirsch in our lab
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built an earlier version for trying to sense positive
or negative information,21 and IBM has built a ver-
sion for sensing six emotions.22

It was interesting to discover that in our survey of
the nine users, video sensing was not selected by any
of them, and only one person selected microphone
monitoring of vocal stress. Although facial and vo-
cal expressions are the best-known social forms of
human emotional expression, and new forms of sens-
ing are beginning to offer more natural emotion com-
munication, many people are not ready for this type
of sensing. Users have strong feelings about if, when,
where, and how they want to communicate their
emotions, as well as about the privacy of their iden-
tifying and appearance information (face and voice).
It would be absurd if developers of affective com-
puting, which is ultimately about respecting human
feelings, did not respect people’s feelings in the de-
ployment of this technology. Our group’s ethic in-
sists on giving users choices and control.

The above emphasis was on human-computer affect
communication. Most of this also applies to human-
human communication when mediated by a com-
puter, although in the case of the latter it is not nec-

Figure 3 Sensor placement in experiments to learn about driver stress and other affective states that might influence 
             driving safety
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essarily desirable that the machine interpret or
recognize the emotional signals, only that the ma-
chine facilitate the priority and accuracy of their
transmission. An example of a system designed ex-
plicitly to expand human-human communication ca-
pabilities via computer is the TouchPhone, devel-
oped by Jocelyn Scheirer in our group (Figure 5).
The TouchPhone augments regular voice commu-
nication with pressure information, indicating how
tightly the speaker is holding the phone. The pres-
sure is mapped to a color seen by the person on the
other side—calibrated to blue if light pressure is ap-
plied and to red if strong pressure. No interpreta-
tion of this signal is performed by the computer; the
color signal is simply transmitted to the conversa-
tional partner as an additional channel of informa-
tion.

I have met with four of my students over four hours
of TouchPhone conversations, and the results, al-
though anecdotal, were interesting and were consis-
tent with other experiences we have had with this
and other emotion-communication technologies we
have been developing. I found that each of the four
students had a nearly unique color flicker pattern,
which was distracting at first. After I moved the color
pattern into my periphery, it became an ambient
background pattern that was no longer distracting,
adding a flavor of background rhythm to the con-
versation. For one student, the pattern changed very
slowly, becoming stable red when I started asking
some research questions. I thought nothing of it, be-
cause he could have simply been squeezing the phone
more tightly by shifting his position. However, even
though he knew that I could not interpret his feel-

ings from the color, he informed me that he was not
trying to squeeze it tighter at all, and he thought it
was red because he was stressed about a question I
asked him. This person was a very nonexpressive,
down-to-earth engineering student who had never
revealed such signs of stress to me in the years of
conversations we had had prior to this TouchPhone
conversation. The technology thus facilitated his
opening up a greater range of emotional commu-
nication, by his choice; it did not impose this on him,
but it made it easier for him. The color was not an
expression of how he or any of the students was truly
feeling. However, the system provided a new chan-
nel of nonverbal communication that could, in turn,
open up a new line of verbal communication. The
TouchPhone is a new vehicle for carrying informa-
tion that may change with emotion, but it will not
reveal a person’s emotion.

Reducing user frustration

Not only do many people feel frustration and dis-
tress with technology, but they also show it. A widely
publicized 1999 study by Concord Communications
in the United States found that 84 percent of help-
desk managers surveyed said that users admitted to
engaging in “violent and abusive” behavior toward
computers. A survey by Mori of 1250 people who
work with computers in the U.K. reported that four
out of five of them have seen colleagues hurling abuse
at their PCs, and a quarter of users under age 25 ad-
mitted to having kicked their computer.

It seems that no matter how hard researchers work
on perfecting the machine and interface design, frus-

Figure 5 Use of the TouchPhone, illustrated by Scheirer; transmitted color ranges from blue, through green, yellow,    
orange, and finally red, as the pressure applied to the phone increases
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tration can occur in the interaction. Researchers of
human-computer interaction have worked hard to
prevent frustration, which continues to be an impor-
tant goal. However, despite their best efforts, an un-
foreseen situation often creates stress in the inter-
action. Even if computers were as smart as humans,
they would still sometimes behave in a frustrating
way, because even the most intelligent humans some-
times behave in a frustrating way. Hence, there is a
need to address frustration at run time—detecting
it, and responding to it.

I originally thought it would be easy to collect data
from frustrated users. One could just ask them to sit
in front of a computer running a particular software
package, and—voilà! Alternatively, one could hire
an actor to express emotions, and record them. If
the actor used method acting or another technique
to try to self-induce true emotional feelings, the re-
sults would closely approximate emotions that arise
in natural situations. A student using visualization tech-
niques for feeling different emotions was the method
we used in collecting 30 days of physiology data.19,23

However, these examples are not as straightforward
as they may seem at first: they are complicated by
issues such as the artificiality of bringing people into
laboratory settings, the mood and skill of an actor,
whether or not an audience is present, the expec-
tations of subjects who think you are trying to frus-
trate them, the unreliability of a given stimulus for
inducing emotion, the fact that some emotions can
be induced simply by a subject’s thoughts (over which
experimenters have little or no control), and the
sheer difficulty of accurately sensing, synchronizing,
and understanding the “ground truth” of emotional
data. In response to these difficulties, we have be-
gun to develop lab-based experimental methodol-
ogies for eliciting and gathering frustration data.

Building a system. In one methodology that we de-
veloped, we built a system that attempts to elicit and
record signs of frustration from a user in a carefully
controlled way using concurrent expression.24 This
system involves users in an experiment whereby they
try to solve a sequence of easy, visual perception puz-
zles as accurately and as quickly as possible in order
to win a $100 prize. During the task, we introduce
randomly appearing delays, where the mouse seems
to stick and the screen does not advance to the next
puzzle, thus damaging their score. Such an event is
likely, although not guaranteed, to elicit frustration.

We compared features from two physiological sig-
nals: blood volume pressure and skin conductivity,

during episodes when the mouse “stuck” vs episodes
when all was going smoothly. Training hidden
Markov models for each of these two categories, for
each user from part of the data, Raul Fernandez built
an algorithm that tried to infer which category a per-
son was in, given only the physiological features from
unseen data. Initial results were significantly better
than a random choice at detecting and recognizing
the potential frustration episodes in 21 out of 24
users.25 However, the results were still significantly
less than 100 percent, indicating that although this
information is helpful, it must be combined with
other signals for a more confident decision about the
affective state.

Suppose that a computer could detect frustration
with high confidence, or that a person directly re-
ports frustration to the machine so that some kind
of response is appropriate. How should the computer
respond? Returning to the Reeves and Nass argu-
ments, I believe it is important to explore how a suc-
cessful human would respond, and see whether we
can find a machine-appropriate way to imitate this
response. “It looks like things did not go very well,”
and “We apologize to you for this inconvenience”
are examples of statements that humans use in help-
ing one another manage frustration once it has oc-
curred. Such kinds of statements are known to help
alleviate strong negative emotions such as frustra-
tion or rage. But can a computer, which does not
have feelings of caring, use such techniques effec-
tively to help a user who is having a hard time? To
investigate, we built an agent that practices some
skills of active listening, empathy, and sympathy, ac-
cording to the following strategy, which has been de-
signed based on other researchers’ analysis of suc-
cessful human-human interaction:

Research goal: Reduce user frustration once it has
occurred.

Strategy:

1. Recognize (with high probability) that the situ-
ation may be frustrating, or that the user is show-
ing signs of frustration likely due to the system.

2. Is the user willing to talk? If so, then

● Practice active listening, with empathy and sym-
pathy, e.g., “Good to hear it wasn’t terribly frus-
trating,” “Sorry to hear your experience wasn’t
better,” “It sounds like you felt fairly frustrated
playing this game. Is that about right?”
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● Allow for repair, in case the computer has “mis-
understood.”

● In extreme cases, the computer may even apol-
ogize, e.g., “This computer apologizes to you
for its part in . . . ”

3. Provide polite social closure.

In developing this system, we took care to avoid lan-
guage in which the computer might refer to itself as
“I” or otherwise give any misleading implications of
having a “self.” The system assesses frustration and
interacts with the user through a text dialog box (with
no face, voice, fancy animation, or other devices that
might provoke anthropomorphism). The only aspect
of the interaction that evokes the image of another
person is the use of the English language, which al-
though cleansed of references to self, nonetheless
was made deliberately friendly in tone across all con-
trol and test conditions, so that “friendliness” would
not be a factor in this study.

Using the system. The emotion support agent was
tested with 70 users who experienced various levels
of frustration upon interacting with a simulated net-
work game.26 We wanted to measure a strong be-
havioral indication of frustration, since self-report
is notoriously unreliable. Thus we constructed a sit-

uation where people were encouraged to do their
best while test-playing an easy and boring game, both
to display their intelligence and to win one of two
monetary prizes. Half of the subjects were exposed
to an especially frustrating situation while they played
(simulated network delays, which caused the game
to freeze, thereby thwarting their attempt to display
their intelligence or win a prize). Afterward, subjects
would interact with the agent, which would attempt
to help them reduce their frustration. Finally, they
would have to return to the source of their frustra-
tion and engage again with the game, at which point
we measured how long they continued to interact
with it. Our prediction was based on human-human
interaction: if someone frustrates you and you are
still highly frustrated when you have to go back and
interact with them, then you will minimize that in-
teraction; however, if you are no longer feeling frus-
trated, you are likely to remain with them longer.
The 2 3 3 experimental design is shown in Figure
6, where 34 users played the game in a low-frustra-
tion condition, and 36 played the same game with
simulated delays.

We ran three cases for each of the low- and high-
frustration conditions. The first two cases were con-
trols, both of which were text-based, friendly inter-
actions having essentially the same length as the
emotion-support agent: the first (ignore) just asked

Figure 6 The 2 x 3 experimental design
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about the game, ignoring emotions, and the second
(vent) asked about the game, but then asked ques-
tions about the person’s emotional state and gave
him or her room to vent (with no active listening,
empathy, or sympathy). After interacting with one
of the three cases (ignore, vent, or emotion-support),
each player was required to return to the game and
to play for three minutes, after which the quit but-
ton came on and they were free to quit or to play
up to 20 minutes. Compared to people in the ignore
and vent control groups, subjects who interacted with
the emotion-support agent played significantly
longer, demonstrating behavior indicative of a de-
crease in frustration. People in the ignore and vent
cases both left much sooner, and there was no sig-
nificant difference between their times of play.

These findings held true within the low-frustration
condition and within the high-frustration condition:
those who interacted with the emotion-support agent
played significantly longer than those who interacted
with similar agents that ignored their emotions (ig-
nore) or just asked them about their emotion (vent).
We also analyzed the data to see whether there were
any significant effects with respect to gender, trait
arousability, and prior game playing experience;
none of these factors was significant. (For more de-
tails regarding this system and its human experiment
and findings, see Klein et al.26) These results sug-
gest that today’s machines can begin to help reduce
frustration, even when they are not yet smart enough
to identify or fix the cause of the frustration.

These findings were of no surprise to one colleague,
visiting from a large computer firm. He described
how his company had conducted a study of their cus-
tomers to find which were most likely to buy their
brand of computer again: those who had problems
with the computer and received good support, or
those who had no problems with the computer. The
results showed that those who had problems and re-
ceived good support were significantly more likely
to buy this company’s brand again than were cus-
tomers who had no problems with their computers.
Their findings underscore the need for good cus-
tomer support, which usually implies teams that have
been carefully trained in the importance of practic-
ing active listening, and in the appropriate use of em-
pathy and sympathy. Our findings show that these
skills, when practiced by a computer, can also have
a strong behavioral effect.

Our findings in this area, and those findings of the
large computer company, are disturbing, not only be-

cause of the increased tendency that companies have
to rush products to customers that are barely 80 per-
cent debugged, but because of the potential for de-
liberate manipulation of customers’ feelings. Could
computers manipulate customers’ feelings? Yes. But
would the technique used by the agent succeed re-
peatedly? Probably not. The rationale lies again in
examining the nearest human-human equivalent. If
a customer service agent repeatedly showed active
listening, empathy, and sympathy for the source of
the frustration, but never did anything to help solve
the problem, the customer would wise up quickly.
In contrast, if the agent played the role of a friend
who supports the customer, but does not solve the
customer’s problems, then that support might still
be effective. I do not see the virtual friend technol-
ogy as ready for commercial deployment anytime
soon, and it raises many other concerns, but it is a
future possibility, and affect communication would
play an important role in its development.

This technology raises potential ethical concerns,
most of which are not new to this technology. For
example, advertising and persuasive technologies
(see special issue of Communications of the ACM, May
1999) already focus on manipulating emotion, and
many other forms of surveillance and sensing tech-
nology, coupled with networked databases, have re-
searchers examining privacy implications. I expect
that this technology will succeed best when it is ap-
plied only in the service of users’ needs, under their
control, and for their benefit. The interested reader
is referred to the discussions in Klein’s thesis27 and
in Chapter 4 of the author’s book4 for specific issues
related to sensitive handling of affective information.

Developing applications

Affective computing suggests many new applications
and variations on existing applications, in entertain-
ment, in the arts, in education, and in regular human-
computer interaction. Many such possibilities have
been envisaged in the author’s 1997 book (Chapters
3 and 84), and this section will highlight some of the
progress we have made since 1997. In each case, it
is important to keep in mind that what we are aim-
ing for is not a one-size-fits-all system, but a system
that can adapt to each user in a way that is sensitive
and respectful of his or her expressed feelings.

As mentioned above, we have designed and built af-
fective wearable computers that sense information
from a wearer going about daily activities.18 Some
of these wearables have been adapted to control de-
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vices for the user, such as a camera that saves video
based on one’s arousal response,28 tagging the data
not just with the usual time stamp, but also with in-
formation about whether or not it was exciting, as
indicated by patterns in the user’s skin conductivity.
Using similar information, our group has built a
wearable “DJ” that not only tries to select music from
performers that are preferred, but also attempts to
adjust its selection based on a feature of the user’s
mood.29 From prior listening, it can watch which
songs the user prefers to listen to when calm or ac-
tive, and which tend to calm or pep up the user more.
Figure 7 shows the skin conductivity for one wearer
while listening to seven songs and otherwise relax-
ing. The level is noticeably higher for songs 2 and
6, agreeing with the subject’s report that these songs
were perceived as energizing. The level is noticeably
lower for songs 3 and 7, agreeing with the subject’s
report that these were relatively calming. If the sub-
ject chooses, he or she can tell the system such things
as “choose some jazz to pep me up,” and it will se-
lect music from preferences that have these features.

One thing to be clear about is that this system does
not impose choices on the user; for example, it will
not try to “pep up” the user unless he or she has in-
structed it (directly or indirectly) to do so. It remains
under the user’s ultimate control, which I consider
to be an important factor. The user can turn it on
or off, and the user retains control over the types of

music it will play. Ideally, affective systems should
never impose something on their user unless the user
indicates that he or she wants the imposition. If af-
fective technology annoys the user, it has probably
not succeeded.

An application in the creative arts is the develop-
ment of a highly expressive wearable system: the
Conductor’s Jacket. Figure 8 shows one of the early
prototypes designed and built by my research assis-
tant, Teresa Marrin. The jacket maps patterns of
muscle tension and breathing into features that shape
the music. Seven electromyogram (EMG) and one
respiration sensor are included in the version shown
here. This wearable system was built first to mea-
sure how professional and student conductors nat-
urally communicate expressive information to an or-
chestra. After analyzing real conducting data from
six subjects, Marrin found about 30 significant ex-
pressive features and hypothesized several principles
of communication via musical gestures.30 She has
subsequently developed a version of the jacket that
can transform natural expressive gestures of the
wearer into real-time expressive shaping of MIDI
(Musical Instrument Digital Interface) perfor-
mances.31 A professional conductor herself, Marrin
has performed in the jacket in several large venues
with great acclaim. She is currently looking at how
the jacket can be used to help educate student con-
ductors, giving them more precise feedback on their
timing, tension, and other important aspects of ex-
pressive technique.

During the course of this research, we have realized
that there are many parallels between autistics, who
tend to have severely impaired social-emotional
skills, and computers, which do not “get it” when it
comes to emotion. Both also tend to have difficulty
generalizing, even though both can be fabulous at
certain pattern recognition tasks. Because many of
the issues we face in giving computers skills of emo-
tional intelligence are similar to those faced by ther-
apists working with autistics, we have begun some
collaboration with these experts. Current interven-
tion techniques for autistic children suggest that
many of them can make progress recognizing and
understanding the emotional expressions of people
if given lots of examples to learn from and extensive
training with these examples.

We have developed a system that is aimed at help-
ing young autistic children learn to associate emo-
tions with expressions and with situations. The sys-
tem plays videos of both natural and animated

Figure 7 Skin conductivity for a person listening to 
seven songs; signal is used by the “Affective 
DJ” to aid in song selection
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situations giving rise to emotions, and the child in-
teracts with the system by picking up one or more
stuffed dwarfs that represent the set of emotions un-
der study and that wirelessly communicate with the
computer. This effort, led by Kathi Blocher, has been
tested with autistic children ages 3–7 years. Within
the computer environment, several children showed
an improvement in their ability to recognize emo-
tion.32 More extensive evaluation is needed in nat-
ural environments, but there are already encourag-
ing signs that some of the training is carrying over.
Nonetheless, this work is only one small step up a
huge mountain; the difficulties in teaching an autis-
tic to appropriately respond to an emotional situ-
ation are vast, and we will no doubt face similar dif-
ficulties for a long time in trying to teach computers
how to respond appropriately.

Affective computing is in its infancy, but its poten-
tial applications are vast. Our research group is con-
tinuing to develop this technology while exploring
new application areas: how devices that help com-
municate emotion can be used in focus groups and
in audience-performer interaction, how affect-sens-
ing in the car might improve safety, how wearable
devices can boost emotional awareness and help
wearers regulate stress and potentially improve
health, how emotion can be sensed and responded
to respectfully in e-commerce, and how emotion

communication may potentially improve a learning
experience for children or adults. Emotion is a nat-
ural part of many of life’s experiences, but so far com-
puters have largely ignored it. As computers become
ubiquitous, and as users demand more customized,
intelligent, adaptive interactions, I think it will be-
come increasingly important for affective commu-
nication to be enabled in this interaction.

Concluding remarks

This paper has highlighted several research projects
in the Affective Computing Research Group of the
MIT Media Lab. The emphasis has been on illustrat-
ing new technology that can begin to recognize and
help communicate aspects of emotional expression
and to respond to it in an appropriate way. This area
of research is very new, and many other laborato-
ries have recently started similar projects, so that it
would take a much longer paper to provide an over-
view of all the research in this area. Readers who
are interested in related work are encouraged to pe-
ruse the references of the papers and the workshop
proceedings listed at the end of this paper, all of
which contain many pointers to related research con-
ducted beyond MIT.

Over the years, scientists have aimed to make ma-
chines that are intelligent and that help people use

Figure 8     Schematic of sensors in the Conductor’s Jacket
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their native intelligence. However, they have almost
completely neglected the role of emotion in intel-
ligence, leading to an imbalance on a scale where
emotions are almost always ignored. I do not wish
to see the scale tilted out of balance in the other di-
rection, where machines twitch at every emotional
expression or become overly emotional and utterly
intolerable. However, research is needed to learn
about how affect can be used in a balanced, respect-
ful, and intelligent way; this should be the aim of af-
fective computing as we develop new technologies
that recognize and respond appropriately to human
emotions.
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